Although schizophrenia is characterized by gray matter (GM) abnormalities, particularly in the prefrontal and temporal cortices, it is unclear whether cerebral cortical GM is abnormal in individuals at ultra-high-risk (UHR) for psychosis. We addressed this issue by studying cortical thickness in this group with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). We measured cortical thickness of 29 individuals with no family history of psychosis at UHR, 31 patients with schizophrenia, and 29 healthy matched control subjects using automated surface-based analysis of structural MRI data. Hemispheric mean and regional cortical thickness were significantly different according to the stage of the disease. Significant cortical differences across these 3 groups were found in the distributed area of cerebral cortices. UHR group showed significant cortical thinning in the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, inferior parietal cortex, parahippocampal cortex, and superior temporal gyrus compared with healthy control subjects. Significant cortical thinning in schizophrenia group relative to UHR group was found in all the regions described above in addition with posterior cingulate cortex, insular cortex, and precentral cortex. These changes were more pronounced in the schizophrenia group compared with the control subjects. These findings suggest that UHR is associated with cortical thinning in regions that correspond to the structural abnormalities found in schizophrenia. These structural abnormalities might reflect functional decline at the prodromal stage of schizophrenia, and there may be progressive thinning of GM cortex over time.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is a chronic and debilitating brain disorder, with lifetime prevalence in approximately 1% of the population. It causes significant disruption to daily activity and social functioning and may thus result in significantly decreased quality of life from its earliest stages through its chronic course. 1 The detection of reliable early indicators of vulnerability and the development of early interventions following the onset of psychosis have become major areas of cutting-edge research and have contributed to the understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms of schizophrenia. In this regard, researchers recently have developed an interest in a high-risk approach, which explores possible vulnerability indicators for psychosis in prodromal individuals identified by clinical state-based criteria, as being ultrahigh-risk (UHR) or clinical high risk for schizophrenia. 2 Within this approach, researchers have reported neurocognitive deficits including attention and working memory dysfunction 3, 4 and neurophysiological deficits, such as impaired mismatch negativity (MMN) and P300 event-related potential, 5, 6 which were associated with psychotic symptoms as potential vulnerability markers. Recently, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used to investigate cortical atrophy in vivo and has provided evidence of progressive structural brain alterations in individuals with either schizophrenia or UHR. [7] [8] [9] This suggests that morphological brain abnormalities are potential vulnerability markers for developing schizophrenia, albeit with unclear results. 10 Morphological postmortem studies in schizophrenia have reported increased neuronal packing density with a corresponding reduction in cortical thickness in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 11 and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 12 and increased microglia density in both frontal and temporal cortical regions. 13 However, postmortem studies are limited by small sample sizes and the labor intensiveness of the measurement techniques. Recently, structural MRI studies have been applied to identify regional changes in cortical gray matter (GM) in schizophrenia and have produced a wealth of evidence for abnormalities of brain structure. 9, 14 The most consistent results from accumulated data were lower total GM volume and GM reductions in the superior temporal gyrus (STG), medial temporal gyrus, and PFC with promising findings in ACC in schizophrenia subjects relative to healthy control (HC) subjects. 9 Similar abnormalities have been repeatedly described in the early stages of psychosis, ie, first-episode schizophrenia, albeit with negative findings. 15 These findings indicate that some brain regions experience GM atrophy associated with the early stages of illness and raise questions about the regional pattern and timing (prior to or after onset of psychosis) of these changes. A few studies have attempted to address these questions by investigating brain changes in UHR using a manual region of interest (ROI)-based or voxel-based morphometry (VBM) method. Previous studies employing either ROI or VBM methods have reported differences in the hippocampus, STG, insula, and amygdala in UHR subjects compared with HC subjects 7 and revealed reduced GM volume in the STG and insula in individuals who later developed psychosis (converters) compared with nonconverters, 7, 16, 17 although some studies showed no difference between UHR subjects and HC subjects. 18 Although recently accumulating data have frequently shown brain abnormalities in UHR subjects, the results are somewhat equivocal. The discrepancies in these findings may partly arise from differences in sample characteristics, symptom severity, and analysis approaches. For instance, the ROI method is specific to particular brain regions, and the VBM method exhibits limited accuracy in cortical morphology, particularly in sulcal regions that have been obscured by the partial volume effect, and its results are sensitive to the size of smoothing. More recently, cortical thickness analyses from MRI data have been developed, such as surfacebased methods, estimated from the nodes of a 3-dimensional (3-D) polygonal mesh, 19, 20 or voxel-based cortical thickness methods, calculated at every volumetric point within the cortex. 21 Cortical thickness in different regions reflects the size, density, and arrangement of cells. Microscopic changes of cortical thickness may indicate alterations in dendrites or dendritic spines and changes in myelination within specific brain systems. 22, 23 Thus, this method more closely reflects the underlying anatomical reality than previous GM density or volume estimating methods and provides a quantitative index of cytoarchitectural abnormalities 24 and disturbances in normal brain development. 25 The aim of the present study was to investigate whether there were structural cortical changes in UHR subjects who had no family history of psychosis, compared with HC subjects across the entire brain using automated surface-based method. The surface-based method was used because of its well-established geometric/topologic accuracy and mesh characteristics. 26 We also tried to determine if the severity and distribution of cortical atrophy differed among UHR, schizophrenia, and HC groups, which may help us to understand how UHR might evolve into psychosis from a neurodevelopmental perspective. We hypothesized that cortical thinning would appear in the regions predicted by previous studies, ie, PFC, STG, and ACC. 10, 27 We expected milder changes of cortical thinning in UHR group than schizophrenia group, compared with HC group, and that these changes might interact with effects of age and clinical features.
Methods

Subjects
UHR subjects and schizophrenia patients were recruited within a prospective, longitudinal project to investigate people at high risk for schizophrenia from the Seoul Youth Clinic. The UHR group (n = 29) was defined according to the Comprehensive Assessment of AtRisk Mental States (CAARMS) criteria. 28 However, individuals were excluded if they had a first-to thirddegree relatives with a psychotic disorder to investigate the effect of clinical state in the prodromal phase of psychosis. Twenty-eight of the UHR subjects met attenuated psychotic symptoms criteria, showing positive psychotic symptoms of subthreshold intensity or frequency; the remaining 1 subject met brief limited intermittent psychotic symptoms criteria, showing frank psychotic symptoms for less than 1 week. Among the 29 UHR subjects, 11 individuals had met the criteria for major depressive disorder, 1 had dysthymia, and 2 had anxiety disorder not otherwise specified. The remaining 15 subjects had no concurrent psychiatric diagnosis. Eight individuals in the UHR group were receiving low-dose treatment with atypical antipsychotics, one with atypical antipsychotics and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), and one with SSRI and lithium at baseline. Study participants overlapped with subjects included in our previous investigations of UHR subjects 8 but were not identical because some UHR subjects who had been included in our previous study had a family history of psychosis and were excluded from the current study to minimize any hereditary factors. The schizophrenia group consisted of 31 patients who fulfilled Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Fourth Edition) (DSM-IV) criteria for schizophrenia, as diagnosed by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV. 29 All patients were receiving drug treatment at the time of investigation. The 29 age-and IQ-matched HC subjects, without a lifetime history of any psychiatric disorder or treatment, were recruited from an Internet advertisement. HC subjects were screened using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders Non-Patient Edition 30 with an additional exclusion criterion of any first-to thirddegree biological relatives with a psychiatric disorder. The demographic characteristics of the subjects in each group are presented in table 1. Participants were excluded if they had a history of substance abuse or dependence, neurological disease, head injury or medical illness with documented cognitive sequelae, or intellectual disability (IQ < 70). All procedures were performed in accordance with the current version of the Declaration of Helsinki. The Institutional Review Board of the Seoul National University Hospital approved all work. All subjects were provided with written informed consent including parental consent for those who were less than 18 years old.
Clinical Interviews and Assessments
At the study intake, in addition to CAARMS, the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) 31 was administered to both UHR and schizophrenia groups to quantify the burden of psychotic symptoms of these subjects. All participants were assessed with the Hollingshead Scale for parental socioeconomic status (SES). The Korean version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to all subjects to estimate their IQ. The family interview for genetic studies 32 was used to document any family history of psychotic disorders. UHR subjects enrolled in this study were monitored longitudinally by experienced psychiatrists to detect the conversion to psychosis on at least a monthly basis. Conversion to psychosis was determined using the criteria developed by the Personal Assessment and Crisis Evaluation clinic: Acute psychosis was defined as the presence of at least one symptom, such as hallucinations, delusions, or formal thought disorder, at least several times a week and persisting for longer than 1 week. 33 Eight of the UHR subjects (27.59%) made the transition to psychosis: 5 with schizophrenia (3 paranoid types and 2 undifferentiated types) and 3 with bipolar disorder with psychotic features. The mean interval between the acquisition of MR images and the onset of psychosis for them was 11 6 8.33 months.
MRI Acquisition
All structural MRI scans were acquired in axial plane using a 1. obvious motion artifacts, signal loss, or gross pathology when evaluated by a neuroradiologist (C.H.C.).
Image Processing and Measurement of Cortical Thickness
The raw native MR images were corrected for intensity nonuniformity resulting from inhomogeneities in the magnetic field using the N3 algorithm. 34 Spatial normalization to a stereotaxic space was performed using a 9-parameter linear registration. 35 The registered and corrected volumes were classified as white matter, GM, cerebrospinal fluid, and background using an advanced neural net classifier. 36 The surfaces of the inner and outer cortex were automatically fitted using the Constrained Laplacian-based Automated Segmentation with Proximities algorithm. 37 The reconstructed hemispheric cortical surfaces consisted of 81 920 meshes of discrete triangular elements. Inner and outer surfaces had the same vertex number (40 962), and there was a close correspondence between the counterpart vertices of the inner and outer cortical surfaces. The cortical thickness was defined as the Euclidean distance between these linked vertices. 20 To compare the thicknesses of corresponding regions of the surface model between the groups at a vertex level, the thickness values were spatially normalized using surface-based 2-dimensional (2-D) nonlinear registration. 38 The sphereto-sphere warping algorithm was used for 2-D surface registration. To match patterns of sulcal folding, we used the crown distance transform feature. Vertices of each subject were nonlinearly registered to an average template on the sphere by matching crowns of gyri between subjects using the crown distance transform feature. 38 Sulcal variability was reduced in all areas of the cortex using optimal parameter values, which was proved by entropy measures. 39 Using the transformation, thickness information on vertices was transformed to an average template. For global analysis, averaged values of the thickness of the whole surface in each hemisphere were analyzed.
Statistical Analysis
Diffusion smoothing with a full-width half-maximum of 20 mm was used to blur each cortical thickness map, which increased the signal-to-noise ratio and statistical power. 40, 41 Global and regional differences of cortical thickness among the 3 groups were analyzed using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with age, gender, and intracranial volume (ICV) as covariates. The ICV was measured by summing all voxel volumes within the brain mask including GM, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The brain mask was generated using the FSL BET algorithm. 42 Significant differences among 3 groups were reported when they passed a whole-brain false discovery rate (FDR) correction with an FDR-corrected P < .01, and their surface sizes exceeded 20 mm 2 . 43 Global and regional differences in the cortical thicknesses between 2 groups (ie, UHR group vs HC group, schizophrenia group vs HC group, and schizophrenia group vs UHR group) were also analyzed using an independent t test. The statistical analysis of regional cortical thickness was performed on a vertex-by-vertex basis, and the results of these tests are mapped onto the surface model where significant results are indexed in color. We conducted permutation tests with P value at .01 to confirm that the significant changes between 2 groups were not purely by chance for multiple comparisons as follows. 44 Subjects were randomly assigned to groups across 10 000 new randomized analyses at each vertex, and the number of significant results (ie, GM thickness at any vertex that significantly differed between groups at the threshold of P = .01) that occurred in the real test for group differences was compared with the null distribution of significant results that occurred by chance.
After identifying the regions showing differences in cortical thickness among these 3 groups and between the UHR group and control subjects as ROIs, we computed mean cortical thickness within each ROI. Then, a correlation was performed to establish relationships between mean cortical thickness at each ROI and clinical variables (age, CAARMS score, PANSS score). In addition, 2-tailed t tests were performed on z-transformed correlation coefficients of each variable and mean cortical thickness within each ROI between groups. 45 
Results
Demographic Characteristics and Clinical Symptoms
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the 3 groups are shown in the table 1.The age, gender ratio, handedness, level of education, IQ, and parental SES were not significantly different among the 3 groups. The UHR group scored significantly less on negative symptoms, measured by PANSS, than the schizophrenia group (UHR group, 11.72 6 3.53; schizophrenia group, 16.55 6 5.60; P < .001).
Comparison of the Hemispheric Mean Cortical Thickness
ANCOVA revealed that the mean cortical thickness in each hemisphere differed among the UHR, schizophrenia, and HC groups (left hemisphere, F 2,83 = 20.689, P < .001; right hemisphere, F 2,83 = 13.754, P < .001). Comparisons between 2 groups showed that the mean cortical thickness in schizophrenia group differed from that in the HC and UHR groups, but there was no difference between the UHR and HC groups ( figure 1,  table 1 ). Figure 2 presents the differences in the mean cortical thickness at each vertex between groups (figure 2A) and statistically significant differences in cortical thickness between 2 groups (figure 2B). There were significant group differences across the 3 groups in the bilateral insula and medial frontal cortex extending from the ACC and left STG, superior frontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), inferior temporal cortex, parahippocampal cortex, in addition to the right STG, inferior frontal cortex, precentral cortex, postcentral cortex, middle temporal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, uncus, and PCC. Relative to HC group, the UHR group showed cortical thinning in the left STG, right lingual cortex, right inferior frontal and parietal cortex, right middle temporal cortex, as well as the bilateral ACC, parahippocampal cortex, and medial frontal cortex. To further illustrate the magnitude of these effects, mean cortical thicknesses in these regions for all 3 groups are presented in figure 3 . In each of these areas, gradual decreases in mean cortical thickness could be found, according to psychotic stages, ie, HC group > UHR group > schizophrenia group. All these regions showed statistically significant differences among the 3 groups. Relative to the UHR group, the schizophrenia group had significant cortical thinning in the left STG, superior frontal cortex, parahippocampal cortex, and inferior temporal cortex and in the right insular cortex, uncus, posterior cingulate cortex, precentral cortex, and middle temporal cortex, as well as in the bilateral medial frontal cortex extending from the ACC and the inferior parietal cortex. Comparison between the schizophrenia and HC groups revealed that schizophrenia patients showed cortical thinning in the left superior frontal cortex, inferior temporal cortex, and precuneus, in addition to the right parahippocampal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, lingual cortex, and precentral cortex, as well as in the bilateral insular cortex, inferior frontal cortex, STG, PCC, and ACC.
Cortical Thickness in UHR vs Schizophrenia vs HC Groups
Correlation Analysis
For the UHR group, mean cortical thickness in the regions of left ACC, left medial superior frontal cortex, right ACC, and right inferior frontal and parietal cortex was correlated with their age, showing a significantly steeper downward-directed age correlation slope in the UHR group compared with HC group (figure 3). The other variables were not correlated with GM thickness in the UHR group.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate structural cortical differences between UHR group without a family history of psychosis, schizophrenia group, In the left hemisphere, the cortical thickness was decreased in superior temporal gyrus (L1), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC, L2), parahippocampal cortex (L3), and medial superior frontal cortex (L4). In the right hemisphere, the cortical thickness was reduced in dorsal ACC (R1), rostral ACC (R2), inferior frontal cortex (R3), and inferior parietal cortex (R4). All these regions showed statistically significant differences among 3 groups. In the boxplot, the x-axis shows brain regions with significant reduction of cortical thickness, and the y-axis indicates cortical thickness (millimeters). The horizontal thick line inside each box indicates the median value. The upper and lower boundaries of each box mean lower quartile and upper quartile values, respectively. The whiskers represent smallest and largest nonoutlier observations. The circle depicts a mild outlier, and asterisk indicates an extreme outlier. Scatterplots and age correlation slopes for mean cortical thickness (millimeters) with increasing age within regions for UHR and HC subjects. The x-axis indicates age (y), and the y-axis indicates cortical thickness (millimeters). Significant correlations between age and mean cortical thickness within each region are marked (asterisk). UHR, ultra-high-risk (n 5 29); schizophrenia (n 5 31); HC subjects, healthy control subjects (n 5 29); ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.
and HC group in terms of cortical thickness in a crosssectional manner. The major findings of the present study were reduced cortical thickness in the ACC, PFC, STG, and inferior parietal regions in the UHR group compared with HC group; these regions were more extended in schizophrenia group. Age in UHR individuals was negatively correlated with cortical thickness in these regions. ANCOVA among the 3 groups revealed significant differences in mean cortical thickness for each hemisphere and regional cortical thickness differences in distributed regions.
Mounting evidence suggests that, in general, schizophrenia subjects have structural GM deficits in widespread regions, particularly in the frontal and temporal cortices, as a psychopathological feature, and frontotemporal dysconnectivity. The occurrence of these deficits may be linked to functional decline at the prodromal stage of schizophrenia. As expected, our UHR group showed cortical thinning in several frontal cortices and in the STG. The pattern of cortical thinning found in this study was in line with previous MRI studies in schizophrenia and UHR groups, compared with HC group. 7, 10, 46, 47 Many previous studies have repeatedly reported morphologic abnormalities of the STG and adjacent temporal cortex, particularly the primary auditory cortex and planum temporale in the left hemisphere, 9, 48 and its functional deficits include auditory hallucinations or thought disorders in schizophrenia. 49, 50 Volume reductions in the left posterior STG in schizophrenia were highly correlated with the amplitude reduction of MMN 51 and the reduction of the magnetic counterpart of MMN (MMNm). 52 Disturbances in MMN may index structural abnormalities of the left posterior STG in schizophrenia. In our previous work, the UHR group showed a negative correlation between left MMNm dipole moment and clinical symptoms, in addition to a smaller right MMNm dipole moment than in HC group. 6 These results may implicate structural deficits of the STG in UHR individuals. VBM studies demonstrated that UHR individuals had smaller left STGs than HC individuals. 7, 53 In addition, Takahashi et al 17 have recently reported a progressive decrease of the STG in UHR subjects, using detailed ROI analyses on longitudinal MRI data. Our findings and other work suggest that temporal lobe abnormalities may precede the onset of psychosis and progressively worsen over time. In line with this assumption and consistent with previous studies, our schizophrenia subjects had widespread reductions in the STG compared with HC subjects. In addition to the STG atrophy, our UHR group showed cortical thinning in the frontal lobe including the PFC, medial frontal cortex, and ACC. First, decreased cortical thickness of the PFC in UHR subjects, compared with HC subjects, has been found consistently by other groups. 16, 54 Impairments in the PFC may be expected to lead to cognitive dysfunction such as in attention and working memory in UHR individuals. 3, 4 Some neuroimaging studies have found prefrontal hypofunction in UHR groups, which is implicated in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 55, 56 Second, the medial frontal cortex implicated in the default mode network has a role in social cognition. 57 Thus, a decreased medial frontal cortex corresponds with our previous assumption, derived from a psychological study using a theory-of-mind task, showing decreased social cognition and implicating a deficit in the medial frontal cortex. 58 Third, the UHR group exhibited significantly reduced cortical thickness in the ACC. The ACC is related to impaired cognition (self-monitoring) and disorganization in patients with schizophrenia. 59, 60 In the present study, decreased GM of ACC in the UHR group is consistent with previous MRI studies. 16 In addition, some VBM studies have reported decreased ACC GM in converters, relative to nonconverters. 7, 16 In comparison analysis between converters (n = 8) and nonconverters (n = 22) in the present study (not described), it was observed that converters showed reduced cortical thickness in right ACC in addition to left lingual cortex, right superior temporal cortex, and bilateral inferior temporal cortex (at a more lenient threshold of P < .05; see Supplementary figure S1). However, these findings should be considered preliminary given the small sample size and more lenient threshold. Recently, Fornito et al 27 have indicated that abnormalities of the ACC precede psychosis onset by applying a cortical surface-based protocol for parcellating the ACC. Abnormalities of these midline brain structures including the medial frontal cortex and ACC are compatible with prior suggestions about neurodevelopmental anomalies in UHR subjects. 61 Abnormalities of cavum septi pellucidi and the ACC folding have been reported in UHR subjects, which reflect early neurodevelopmental anomalies, 8, 62 as were previously observed in schizophrenia patients. 63, 64 It suggests that early neurodevelopmental anomalies may lead to disturbances on the subsequent brain maturation and produce further late neurodevelopmental changes during the initial stages of a psychotic illness. 65 Longitudinal MRI studies of UHR subjects have reported progressive GM loss before and after psychosis onset in the medial temporal and prefrontal regions using voxel-based approach. 16, 66 In the UHR group, we found negative correlations between age and cortical thickness in some regions, particularly the right PFC (Brodmann area [BA] 10), right inferior parietal cortex, and bilateral ACC. Several longitudinal MR studies have reported progressive loss of GM volume with increasing age, in addition to duration and severity of illness, in first-episode and chronic schizophrenia, [67] [68] [69] although these findings are inconsistent. 70 Studies of normal brain maturation have consistently reported GM volume reductions in frontal and parietal cortices in adolescence. 71 O'Donnell et al 72 exhibited a significant inverse correlation between age and cortical thickness in the frontopolar cortex (BA 10) through late childhood and adolescence. Thompson et al 73 described the trajectory of GM loss in a longitudinal structural study of early-onset schizophrenia, which started in the parietal cortex and then progressed forward to temporal and frontal cortices, reflecting an exaggeration of the normal cortical developmental processes. In this context, structural changes in the UHR group may be interpreted as an abnormal acceleration of normal cortical developmental processes. Further study is needed to verify this interpretation.
Based on dynamic neuroanatomical changes across clinical conditions, structural neuroimaging studies have recently tried to identify UHR individuals or schizophrenia individuals and predict conversion using neuroanatomical pattern classification. Koutsouleris et al 74 have distinguished UHR group from HC group by depending on structural between-group differences with respect to GM volume. Cortical thickness analysis using principal component analysis discriminated between schizophrenia and HC groups. 24 However, a recent study has reported that cortical thickness asymmetry analysis, which evaluated the cortical asymmetry of corresponding regions between left and right hemispheres, contributes to detection of UHR and first-episode psychosis but not cortical thickness analysis. 75 The discrepancies between these results may result from differences in analysis approaches and sample characteristics.
There are notable differences in sample characteristics between our dataset and previously published research. The patients with schizophrenia who participated in this study were in maintenance therapy periods after the recovery from their first psychotic episodes, and the clinical status of the patients was relatively stable. It was thought that chronic patients with schizophrenia were less suitable for comparison of brain structures between UHR and schizophrenia groups because there may be a potential for underlying structural brain abnormalities occurred from the chronic symptoms. Thus, the chronic schizophrenia patients were not appropriate for the purpose of the study that was to investigate dynamic brain changes preceding onset of psychosis. Our UHR individuals had no family history of psychosis, while schizophrenia has a strong genetic component. 76 It is thus hard to generalize our results to schizophrenia. A potential explanation for structural differences we found is that these differences may be associated with environmental or epigenetic factors rather than genetic factors. Genetic factors may not be necessary to produce structural changes in UHR subjects. Among the 8 converters, 5 individuals converted to schizophrenia and others converted to other forms of psychiatric disorders. Therefore, our results may be related to psychosis rather than schizophrenia.
Several limitations in the present study should be taken into account. First, all schizophrenia patients and 10 UHR subjects were taking atypical antipsychotics, raising the possibility of a medication confound. Recent studies suggest that antipsychotic treatment may contribute to the changes of cortical thickness, 77, 78 although some studies have not found these effects. 46, 47 However, in this study, the UHR subjects took psychotropic medications only after the complete clinical evaluations, and the time intervals between the beginning of medications and the MRI scans were relatively short (mean = 4.64 6 4.48 d). Additional analysis revealed no significant differences in cortical thickness between 10 medicated and 19 unmedicated subjects in the UHR group. Comparisons between the 19 unmedicated UHR subjects and HC subjects remained significant in terms of differences in ROIs. However, we still cannot rule out the confounding effects in comparisons between schizophrenia and other groups. Further research is needed to examine more precisely how the effects of treatment affect these changes in cortical thickness. Second, the present study was not able to directly compare longitudinal brain changes in converters with those in nonconverters. So, it is not clear whether the structural changes found led to the progressive effects of the disease or other factors. However, a previous study using a similar methodology lacked a HC group and so did not address the deviation from normal brain changes. 54 The present study contained HC, schizophrenia, and UHR groups without a family history of psychosis, and the sample size for each group was modest as these subjects were relatively difficult to recruit.
In summary, we demonstrated a pattern of cortical thinning in the UHR group compared with HC group, particularly in the ACC, PFC, STG, and inferior parietal regions, and these changes were further extended for schizophrenia by applying surface-based method. These structural abnormalities could be potential candidates for vulnerability markers for the development of schizophrenia. Further longitudinal investigation of these groups will clarify the issue of progressive brain changes related to the illness process.
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